Ewesful Infinity Scarf

This quick knit accessory will add a pop of color to outfits year 'round. Wear it long and loose in
the springtime, then wear it doubled over to warm up a wintry day. The fauxbius twist accent is an easy
addition to this modern scarf in a classic stitch pattern.
Matherials – 350 yards sock or sport weight yarn
Sample knit in HPKY Fine Merino Superwash
US 13 circular needle, 24” – 32”
Optional – US 15 or 17 needle, if needed to produce loose cast on and bind off
Gauge – 9 stitches/4 inches in seed stitch with yarn held double
Yarn is held double throughout knitting this scarf.
Very loosely, cast on 103 stitches. Backwards loop cast on is preferred or use a US 15 – 17 needle with
other cast ons. Before joining, work one row in seed stitch as follows:
Seed stitch worked flat - (knit 1, purl 1) across, ending with knit 1
Before joining to work in the round, make sure there are no twists in the row. Now rotate the stitches on
left end of needle one full turn, to add fauxbius twist.

Purl in first stitch to join. You will now be working in rounds.
Seed stitch worked in the round after join (Knit 1, purl 1) around, until your scarf is 5 inches wide or to desired width.
Designer note - There is no need to keep up with rounds, just be sure to maintain seed stich pattern.
You will be working a knit stitch in each purl stitch and a purl stitch in each knit stitch, as they present.
Bind off very loosely, using larger needle if needed, to obtain a bind off as loose as cast on and main
fabric of infinity scarf.
With tail from cast on and wool needle or crochet hook, neatly close up stitches at the join on first row.
Weave in ends.
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